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SITUATION AW.ARENPSS AS A PREDICTOR OF PERFORMANCE 
IN EN ROUfE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 

The issue of situation awareness (SA) bas presented 
itself as quite a conundrum for applied investigators 
and buic rnearchers. Although SA has a number of 
theoretical ddinitions (e.g., Endsley, 1994; F.racker, · 
1988), most recognize SA as a cognitm constrUCt 
distinct from workload (e.g., Endsley, 1993) but 
capable of affecting performance in a number of 
dynamic environments. For example, conuolling air 
tnftic is clearly a cognitive activity in a dynamic 
environment, and controllers recogni7.e the wlue of 
maintaining good SA, or •the picture.• as they call it. 

If SA is neither performance nor 'WOrkload, how 
canitbeundentoodmorepreciselytban •thepictUre• 
or more specifically than the cognitm component 
required to manage a changing environment? lntu
itiftly, SA is the operator's undemanding of the 
dynamic situation, incbidingan undemanding of the 
c:unent sate and likely future 1tate1 of the situadon. 
SA wouldincludebowingthesituation in which one 
find, himself or herself. when that situation has 
cbangecl, what to do in the situation, what should 
follow from that situation, and bow the ntuation. 
ielates to the operator's goals. An early, but specifk. 
clennitioncapcuresmuch of what is critical to SA: •me 
ability to envision the current and future disposition 
of both Reel and Blue aircraft and sudiace threats.• 
(Tolk & Keecber, 1982 in Fncker, 1988, p. 102). 
Endsley'• (1988a) genenlizaaon, "the pen:eption of 
the- elements in the environment within a ~lume of 
time and space. the comprehension of their meaning, 
and the projection of their status in the near future• 
(p. 97) keeps the critic:al aspects ofTolkand Keether's 
definition, while atcnding it beyond fighter aircraft. 
lnbothdefinitions,thedistinctionbetwrmtbepresent 
and the future is high)igh-. 

SA is q,pically described u a c:haracteristic of the 
operator in a particular environment. The term •envi
ronment• desct'-.....aclynamiccondition in which the 
operator has iesponnbilities or goals that aKect the 
surrounding situation. It is this goal-directed aspect 
of SA tbar highlights the importance of fuaueevents. 
This focus on the fuaue helps distinguish SA from 
other related cognitM consuucu, such as under
armdingor peroeption. Although SA includes under-
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sanding and perception, it focuses on the future more 
than either of the other constructs. For chess experts 
(Durso et al., 1995), comprehennon of the current 
situation distinguished good players (muter or inter
mediate) from bad players (novice) but could not 
differentiat.. between the good playen. However, the 
ability to answer questions about the future of the 
game didcliffi:rentiatemaster-lem playersfrominter
mediate-leve.l :>~. frepimahly, good playen have 
a better undemanding of the current state than poor 
players, but expert players clift'er &om intermediate 
playeP bec:auseofbetter representations of the future. 

In this way, our understanding of SA can adYaDce 
without a coJDJDitment to any particular conceptual 
view of SA. In the social sciences especially, opera
tional definitions of othenrise wguely defined con
structs have often been useful starting points from 
which consensus concepmalddinitionshaveemerged. 
In &ct, for SA, several researchers have advanced our 
unclemanding by defining it operationally. Spec:i6-
cally, researchers have used self-report, query meth
ods, and implicit performance measures. One 
straight-forward method. the Situation Awareness 
RatingTechnique (SA.RT; Taylor, 1990) simplyasb 
the operat0r for a judgment on a number of dimen
sions pmnmablyrelated to SA. The SituationAwue
nessGlobalASRSsmentTec:bnique (SAGAT;Enclsley, 
1988b) is an on-line quay technique that taps an 
individual's recent memory of the situation. In 
SAGAT, information normally awilable to an opera
torisremowcl,andaquestionselecredrandomlyfrom 
abauayofquestionsispresentedto the operator. The 
more queries conec:dy ~. the better is the 
operator's SA. 

In a related procedure, Durso et al. (1995), asked 
participants to respond to SAGAT-likc queries, but 
all information normally available to the participant 
remained in view. Instead of measuting percent cor
rect, tbesituation-presentass n,~tmethod (SPAM) 
uses response latency as the primary dependent ffri
able.Although procedunllysimilarto SAGAT, SPAM 
does differ in interesting ways from SAGAT. In ad- · 
dition to not requiring a memory component, SPAM 
acknowledges that SA may sometimes ~Ive simply 



knowing where in the environment to &nd a particu
lar piece of information, rather than remembering 
what that piece of information is. For example, a 
controller need not store in memory the call sign of an 
aircraft, but good SA may require that heor she knows 
where to &nd the call sign, should communication 
with the aircraft be requited. In net, controllers arc 
somctimessurprisinglypooratrespondingtoSAGAT 
questions about information that would normally be 
visible to the controller (Endsley & Rodgers, 1998). 

Fmally, aome researchers {Sartcr & Woods, 1991) 
have argued for a procedure that usesses implicit 
performance. In implicit performance procedures, an 
error is incorporated into an otherwise typical simu
lation, and the operator's SA is assessed. by the speed 
and accuracy with which the error is detected and 
corrected. 

In the current study, we attempted to determine 
which of these four SA procedures, SART, SAGAT, 
SPAM, and implicit performance, wucablcto predict 
performance of en route air uaftic controllers. For 
each regression model, we included a measure of 
workload to determine if the measures of SA supplied 
anything beyond this 'Yellerable construct. If SA is a 
viable and measurable conmuct, then individuals 
should wry in their levels of SA, and this variance 
should be useful in predicting performance. If it 
differs from wer!doad, then SAshouldhave predictive 
wlue above and beyond any that workload may have. 

M~.hod 

Site 

This study was conducted at the Radar Training 
FaciliryattbeFederalAviationAdmiaistratlon(FAA) 
Mike Monroney Aetonautical Center in Oklahoma 
Ciry, Oklahoma. The facility is equipped with two 
radat training laboratories that allow for the simula
tion of en route uaftic situations using the fictitious 
AER.O Center airspace. 

Twelve ATC instructors participated in the study. 
All participanu wuc full performance level (FPL) 
controllers with an average of 18.8 years in ATC. 
T1me as an FPL nnged from 4 to 29 years and 

averaged 11.6 years. The controllers had worked as 
instructors for an average of7.9 years (range .17 - 38 
years1). Panicipanu wm, familiar with the airspace, 
but naTve to the scenarios employed. 

Scnwios 

All scenarios were developed in consulution with a 
Subject Matter &pen (SME). Five 30-minute sce
narios - used. All scenarios conuined a mix of 
general aviation, commercial, and miliury aircraft. 
Scenarios A and B were implicit performance sce
narios (Sarter&:Woods, 1991). Errors inwlvingpilot 
rcadback, pilot nonconformance with ATC instruc
tions, and dau entry by the D-aide were contrived by 
our SME and incorporated into scenarios A and B. 
Confederates playing the roles of the pilou and other 
neceasuy penonnelwere supplied cue sheets indicat
ingwhaterrorsto perform and when to perform them. 
Erron-moae'ltooccuruvarieclintervalsinthesc 
two scenarios. The types of errors designed to occur 
were those most often implicated in actual opera
tional erron (Durso et al., 199S; Redding, 1992; 
llodgcrs & Nye, 1993). Fwe errors were included in 
each scenario. However, one error &om each scenario 
was not included for acotingpurposes, due to difficul
ties in the timing r,f these errors and the accurate 
collection of data. Thus, implicit performance scores 
were based on four erron for each scenario. No error 
was scheduled to occur sooner than two minutes after 
the position relief brie&ng that began the scenario, 
nor with less than two minutes remaining in the 
scenario, nor within one minute of another error. 

Scenario A was designed for an individual perform
ing both R.- and D-side functions and conuined 21 
aircraft: 7 arriwls, 7 departures, and 7 overflighu. 
The four experimentally induced errors analyzed in 
Scenario A were 1) pilotrcporudiscrcpantaltitude, 2) 
pilot rcadbadt error, 3) non-conforming pilot, and 4) 
pilot &ils to acknowledge instruction. 

Scenario B was designed for a R.- and D- 1ide 
controller team. The scenario conuined a total of 29 
aircraft: 7 arriwls, 10 departures, and 12 overflighu. 
The four experimentally induced errors analyzed in 
Scenario Bwere: 1) D-sidecomputerdataentryerror, 
2) pilot rcadback error, 3) non-conforming pilot, and 
4) D-side prematurely suppressed the dau block. The 
use of a confederate, D-side controller (SME) in 

LPuticipants may haft worked u contna air traffic conuol mstnleton after retiring from the FM. 
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scenario B allowed the introduction of data handling 
enon. For aample, theD-sidecontrollerentered and 
duplqed a new, but incorrect route (to Kansas Oty} 
on the radar screen. 

Scenarios C. D, and E, were designed for use 
duringtatingof thetbreemethodologia (i.e., SAR.T, 
SA.GAT, SPAM}. These scenarios were designed to be 
conuolled by an R-side only and were aeated to be 
approximately equal in complexity, as judged by our 
SME. Scenario Chad 6 arrivals, 7 depemua, end 7 
owdligha. Scenario D heel S arrivals, 4 departures. 
encl 11 overflights. Scenario E had 1 arrival, 10 
depamues, and IS overflights. No enon were built 
into these scenarios. 

SME n,l .. tio,u. The SME evaluated the 
controller'• performenc:e in scenarios A.C, D, and E 
by observing his or het behmor. The SME's partici
pation u D-sicle precluded the collection of SME 
CYeluations during scenario B. The SME used the 
standard on-the-job mining (OJT) evaluation form 
(FAAForm3120-25}. The observer indicatedwbether 
a let of-.peafic behaviors - setimctory, unsetis&c:
tory, or in need of impmvement. Additionally, the 
SME wrote comments about mistakes the conuollers 
made during the IClellerios. 
~1 Mlio1U -11t. Following each sccnerio, 

theSME completed a rrmaioingactions count (RAC; 
Vonecetal., 1993). TheSMEdeterminedtbeconuol 
actions that remained for each flight. These actions 
reflect the behaviors ne: ry to move the flight 
suazafully out of the conuollet's sector. Fewer re
maining actions suggest more efficient control (e.g., 
Durso et el, 1998; Vonec et al., 1993). For any 
penicular scenario, giYC11 theame startingconfigwa
tion, a controller who bu fewer conirol actions re
maining at the end of a specified time is viewed as 
hiving been more efficient in moving traflic. 

NASd TtdL>Mllntla{TLX). Within the present 
experiment, we usecl a modified version of the NASA 
TLXform. TheNASA. TLXCHart&Staveland, 1988} 
isan inmumentclesigned to._ several dimensiom 
ofworldoad. Theseincludemenl!II demand, temporal 
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demand, physical demand, effort, frustration, and 
performance. Participants were instructed to piece an 
•x• on a line, ranging from •Iow• to •high• on a scale 
from O to 96 mm, reflecting their perception of their 
workload during each of the scenarios: 

Qw,y T«lmitJu,s. With the assistance of the SME, 
scenarios C, D, and Ewen- eumin"CI, and m queries 
were designed to assess SA for each IClellerio. Three of 
the questions concerned the current situation (e.g., 
"Which has the lower altitude, TWA799 or 
AAL9S7?i, and three of the questions concerned a 
future situation (e.g., "Will DAl.423 and FDX279 be 
traflic for each other, ya or no?j. Controllers were 
given a binary choice at the end of each question. 
With tbeusistenceofthe SME, each query.appropri
ate presentation times, and viable foils were selected. 
All questions were judged to be queries of important 
information by the SME. 

In most respects, our implementation of SPAM 
and SAGAT w similar, In both, one of them 
questions was presented at the appropriate time, the 
controller answered the question, and the response 
was recorded. However, the two method, differed in 
imponant respecq. In SPAM, the question was pre
,ented while all information normally available re
mainedavailable. TheSPAMquestionsequencebegan 
by activating the controllet' s landline. Participant. 
were informed that all phone calls would come over a 
single landline, and further that 10me of the calls 
would come from •CAMI center,• who would query 
them about aspects of the situation. After the pertici
pantamweted thelandline, tbeexperim.,nterread the 
question from a computer screen and initiated the 
timer. 'When the patticipantresponded, tbetirnetwas 
stopped and the Qperimenter recorded the iesponse. 

In SAGAT, a laptop computer was placed near the 
participant's work area on the side of the PVD oppo
sire the strip bay. When the time for a question 
occurred, the computer beeped and the scenario was 
frmen.NCJCt.thepatticipantturnedirnrnediatelyaway 
from the PVD and toward the computer screen. The 
participant then tead and answe.ed the question by 
pressing the appropriate key. Once the participant 
responded to the question, he or she returned to the 
primary task of controlling traffic. 



&/f-"POrt t«hnitpu. The self-report method used 
touaess SA was aversion ofSART. This measurement 
indudeclfourscales: demand on attentional resources, 
1upply of attentional resources, undemanding. and 
situational awareness. During the experiment, a tone 
was sounded, and the 1CC11Uio wu &ozen. The con
trollcr turned from the acreen and placed an •.,_•, for 
each of the four acala on a line that extended Oto Sl 
mm. The time during the acenario in which each scale 
WU presented conesponded 10 the tiJnc in which 
questions were presented in the SPAM and SAGAT 
conditiom for that particular acemrio. 

I-,lmt Pnfor,unu. In the individual vewon of 
the tuk (Sc:enario A), the participants controlled 
tnffic: with the R.-lide and D-side positiom com
bined. Pardcipants were to control traffic as they 
would in the fielcl, while our SME oblerftd to evalu
ate their performance. The SME measured controller 
performance using the OJT form. In the team version 
ofimplicit performance (Scenario B) the participants 
were told that theywould aerve as an R.-side u part of 
an ATC team. Our SME performed in the role of the 
D-lide opemor. Trained obaervers tee0rdecl reaction 
timeinaecondlfromtheoccurrenceoftheerrortothe 
timetheparticipantconectedtheerror. Theobservers 
liltenecl to pilot-conaoller comnmnicatio111 through 
headphones and tee0rdecl the reaction time via a 
laptop computer politioned behind the participant. 

Dmp 0-Proe•a•rr 
Participants conaollcd traffic across five air tnflic 

acenarios. Thus, a within-subjects experimental de
,ign was used. All participants fim completed an 
informed coment form and a biographical question
naiie. Prior to each acenario, participants were given 
the appropriate instructions for the condition. Nen, 
participanu were directed to their control polition 
and were provided with a positionreliefbriefingfrom 
the SME. The briefing listed the equipment and 
operational conditions likely to be a factor for the air 
traflic positiom, an overview of traffic parterm, and 
any problems with navigational aidl. The experiment 
was completed in two phases with acenarios A and B 
in the fim half, and C, D, and E in the second. 
Following each scenario, participants completed the 
TLX worldoad measure. 

Phase one comprised the two acemrios used as tests 

of implicit performance. These acemrios were used to 

asseu the participant's ability to tee0gnizeand correct 
errors made by pilots and other members of the 
controller team in a timely manner. Scenario A was 
always the Implicit Performance-Individual wk; 
acemrio B was always the Implicit Performanc:e
T cam task. The otdet of the two Kenarios used for 
these uslts was counterbalanced. Following the 
completion of the fim phase, participants were inter
viewed. They were asked about their ezperiences and 
meir opinions using a post-eq,erimental questionnaiie. 

The second phase of the experiment involved the 
participant controlling traffic while completing vari
ous SA measurement inruuments. Participants con
trolled traffic alone. The order of the three situation 
awareness methodologies, SAGAT, SPAM,andSAR.T, 
was counterbalanced across the remaining three sce
narios: C, D, and E. Following each acenario, partici
pants completed themodifiedTLX wor!:loadmeasure. 
Again, following the completion of the second phase, 
pardcipantswere interviewed. They were asked about 
their experiences and their opinions using a second 
post-experimental questionnaire. 

Results 

In all of the subsequent analyses. it is important to 
keep in mind that the SAR.T, SAGAT, and SPAM 
tasks were counterbalanced across three scenarios. 
Thus, dift'erences among these measures cannot be 
attributed to inherent differences in the scenarios. 
However, the implicit performance tasks, by their 
naane, demanded that specific scenarios be designed 
for both the individual and team ~ons of the 
implicit performance task. 

All multivariate analyses used the Wilk', L test 

statistic. All regressions used a stepwise procedure 
with an a of .IS; all other analyses used an a of .05. 
Because of the relatively small number ofpardcipants 
CN•l2), shrinkage wu addressed by repotting the 
adjusted R2. 

Pnfor-,,u Mnuans 

Comµring scmtlrios. We began by comparing the 
five scenarios for each of the two performance mea
sures: SME evaluatiom and RAC. SME evaluations 
using the FAA OJT form were tallied. A count of the 
number ofless-than-satismctory categories (i.e., "un
satisfactory" and "needs improvement~ out of 27 
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pouible was made. RAC scores were counts of me 
control actions remaining when the scenario was 
stop~ . 

The SME evaluations and me RAC. simply by 
virtue of bom being perfurmance measures, could 
share much in common. On the other hand, the 
measures c:en■inly- pertn-•nce differently and 
mayevenfocusondifferentupecaoftheATCwkor 
ondifti:rmt mmponents of SA The SME evaluations 
are ,ul,jective, performed by an individual skilled at 
me wk, uplicitly mnsider a myriad of wk CIOmpo
nents, and are performed throughout the wk (■1-
m.ough the final check nwb may occur at the encl). 
The RAC indu is objective u argued earlier, only 
indirectly mnsiden wk mmponena and in met may 
focus on difti:rmt wk components man the SME 
evaluations, and is distilled to the uaftic situation at 
the end of the scenario. 

A mrrelation of RAC and SME evaluations across 
the 12 participants was mnducrccl sepuately for each 
of the four scenariot in which both measures were 
taken. The two perfoanance measures we aurprls
inglyunrelated. Themnelationswere-.05 (Seentrio 
A), -.47 (Scenario C), +.14 (Scenario D), and +.11 
(Scenario E). These low, or negatiff mrrdations 
suggest that the information captured by the RAC 
clifFen mnsider■blyfrom the information reflected in 
the SME's evaluation. There are a number of reasons 
why these measures may cliftv, induding the differ. 
cnce in subjcamty, the manner of data collection, 
andsoon.However,.ssuggesudinthelateranalyses, 

at lean part of this difference is due tu the &ct that 
RAC is heavily dependent on the controller's appre
ciation of the future. wheieas the SME evaluations 
depend on both present and future components. 

Fin■lly, we correlaud SME evaluations from one 
scenario with those from another, andRACs from one 
scenariowith those of another (see T:able 1). TheSME 
evaluation correlations tended to be quite high, with 
fiveofthesixbeingsignilicant.Partofthesuccesshere 
may lie in the met that the SME is libly tu impose 
additional consistency on the evaluations. The RAC 
inte1atrrelations were often more modest, with only 
four of ten showing any sw:istic■I significance. How
ever, thesecorrelationsare■lsouniformlypositiveand 
sometimes quite ,ul,stanti■I (e.g., , • +.87). Overall, 
Table 1 provides some evidence that individuals tend 
to maintain meir relative standing in performance 
acroasthescenarios. A good controller in one scenario 
tended to be a good mntroller in the othets. 1n 
general, this was true whether perfurmance was mea
sured by the SMEor by the number of control actions 
remaining to be performed.although analyses suggest 

these two measures ofperfurmancearequitedifferent. 

TLX subscale scores were determined. for each 
participant by meuuring the distance from the low 
anchor to the participant's judgment point. Wuh the 
uception of the perfurmance subscale, the subsc:ales 
of the TLX correlated highly and positively. 

Table 1. lrmoorrelalions among the SME ratings (top) and the RAC (botloon) for the five 
scenarlo8. SME 1atlnga iXJUld not be obtained In the Team (B) scenario. 

Con-, 111ioas A B C D E __ __;::, 

A 

SME NIA +.75• +.70- +.33 
RAC +.29 +.87 .. +.19 +.S3* 

B 
SME NIA NIA NIA 
RAC +.31 +.s2• +.62• 

C 
SME +.St• +.63• 
RAC +.09 +.49 

D 
SME +.S9** 
RAC +.15 

**p < .05; • p < .10. 
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lntercorrelations among mental demand, physical 
demand, temporal demand, and effort ranged from a 
low of +.87 to a high of +.95. F.rumation correlated 
less well with these facton, but the correlations were 
mll substantlal, ranging from +.42 to +.68. Thus, a 
conuollerwboviewed the task as mentally demanding 
also viewed it II physically demanding. temporally 
demanding, effortful, and relatively frustrating. Per
formance tended to correlatenegatlvelywith the other 
1ubacales, as would be expected. The high inter
correlations among the scales 111ggm that, in 111bse
quent analyses, ,ucb aa the multiple regression analyses 
reported later, one subscale may enter the equation to 
the esdusion of iu correlated neighbon, and it may 
not matter which particular sub.cale it ia. Overall, it 
appears that the TLX. at leaat aa used here II a one
time, end-of-the-scenario meaaure, produces two im
portant components-workload and subjective 
pennnn•nce. 

SART. SART KOreswere determined bymeaauring 
the distance (mm) from the low anchor to the 
participant'• judgment mark. The midpoint of each 
scalewu 25.S, with a minim'11D ofO and maximum of 
51. The conuollen indicated that they had an ad
equate supply of resources (M • 34) leading to good 
undemanding (M • 44) and good SA (M • 45) for 
scenarios that they considered to be notwrydemand
ing (M"' 20). The intercorrelations among the SART 
subsc:aleswere nonsigni6c:anr, with the exception that 
the SA subscale wu positively and reliably correlated 
with undemanding (r • +.88), suggesting that the 
controllen made little distinction between understand
ing and SA. 

SP.AM. Ftequency and mean response latencies to 
future and present queries were computed along with 
the mean time to answer the laodline. Participanu 
rook almon 10 seconds to answer the landline and 
then rook another 4 seconds to answer the query. As 
a:peae4. subjecu were quite accurate, especially if 
queried about the present situation. Responae laten
cies were comparable for present and future queries. 
None of the SPAM intercorrelations reached conven
tional levels of significance. 

. ; 6 

SAG.AT. Not surprisingly, compared with SPAM, 
perc:entcorrectscoresforSAGATwerelow. Therew.as 
a moderate but .nomignilicant correlation between 
percent correct for present and future queries. If one 
takes the penpective that future and present queries 
are merely two paru of an overall SAGAT KOre, then 
the +.35 correlation represents a rather poor split-half 
reliability. If. instead, one wees the perspective that 
future and present queries capture two important, but 
orthogonal, dimensions to SA, the correlation then 
provides mild support for this thesis. 

lmplieit Prrfomumc,. Number of errors deteeted 
and the latency to make a derection were recorded. If 
an error w.as never detected, it contributed no datum 
to the latency analyses. Subjects noticed u many 
errors when assisted by a D-side (M • 54%, 25%-
100%) as when controlling traffic alone (M • SO%, 
25%-75%). In addition, controllers who did rela
tively well in the single-staffing condition did JIQl 
.,ecessarily do well in the ream-stalling condition, as 
indicated by tbe small, .nonsignilicant correlation (r= 
-.18) between the number of errors identified in the 
two -eonditions. 

Prwiiai,,s Rlmmm,s .At:tu111 • .&Jm b.diunio111 

These sets of analyses explored the ability of each of 
the SA procedures to predict the performance mea
sures corresponding to that scenario. For example, we 
attempted to use SART and TLX ulten duting the 
SART scenario to predict the RAC aud the SME 
evaluations that occurrecl during the SART scenario. 

Given that SME and RAC were surprisingly unre
lated, itisnotatall obvious bow models developed for 
predicting SME evaluations should compare1:o mod
els developed for predicting RAC.. 

Themllowinganalyses reveal which aspects of the SA . 
measures contn1>ute to predicting performance above 
any contribution by worldoad. The SA contributions 
reftec:t possible diffi:rences in both subjects and _.. 
narios. Interpretations of the rcgteaic»ns should not 
assume that the predictive value ofan SA measure is due 
101ely to, for ewnple, difterences in the controller's SA 
abilities. Significant SA predictors are able to detect 
difl'erences in individuals, scenarios, or both. 



Prwlim11s SME ENlrumo,u,. The regression analy
ses for the SME evaluations appear in Table 2. SART 
had 1UCCC1S precliaing SME evaluations. T'4e SART 
Supply subscale combined with the TLX Mental de
mand 1ubscale C, < .06) to account for 35% of the 
variance in SME evaluations. Low perceived-supply 
and high perceived-mental-demand led to a poorer 
evaluation (c£, Selcon, Taylor, tit Kariuas, 1991). 

SAGAT abo badlimitedlUCCCIS at predicting SME 
cvaluatiom. The more queries about the future that a 
controlleransweredcorrectly,thebetterwashisorher 
SME evaluation '1 < .13), accounting for 14% of the 
ftrlanre. 

SPAM bad sua:eu in predicting SME evaluations 
u well. A model including the number of praent 
questiom answered correctly and the T"J.X Menw 
Demand subscale C, < .02) predicted 53"1 of the 
'VUiance in theSMEevaluations. A.withSAGAT, the 
more quations answered the better evaluated was 
ownll rcrformanc:e. However, in the SPAM analysis, 
the critical quatiom were preaent-oriented. Finally, 
unlike other appearances of mental demand (e.g., 
SART analysis), here low mental demand implied 
more negative commenu by the SME Because low 
menc.l dem1nd .,..mcrima mggest1good performance 
and ,ometimea poor performance, this subjective 
workload component appears to be an unreliable 
preclic:tor of SME cvaluatiom. 

Finally, implicit performance was also able m f'U
dict SME evaluations. In this cue, tempotal demand 
from the TLX and the number of errors detected 
predicted 69% of the variance (JJ < .003). Greater 
perceived temporal demand led to poorer perfor
mance evaluations, and the fewer errors detected, the 
poorer the performance evaluations. 

Ovaall, SME evaluations were predictable by a com
bination of workload and SA measures. Having a high 
supply of reaG1IK:CS, answering both future and present 
questions conecrly, and daei::ting "'Zl'Ors incorporated 
inlD the ccenarioc led ID beam SME C9aluations. 

Putlimt,I Rnu,;,.;"S Aau,11 Co••· Regression 
anat,-fouhe RAC are summarized in Table 3. ·Of the 
SART s,•bvala, Demand and Undenancling com
bined ID predict RAC (JJ < .11) and acmunted for 27% 
of the flliance in the remaining "4:tions. The Demand 
&ctor is easily in=i,med: The pater the overall de
mand pauived by the participant, the more control 
aaion•remained 10 be performed. Ilowc.er, the: Under
lDnding fiactor is not euily interpreted because the 
mocW indica1a that Unda...auding and RAC arc poci
mcly conclated. In ocher words, the more underlUnd
ingJ>ll f 11,ytbec:onaoller,themoreacrionsremained 
ID be performed at the end of d,.. PZDario. One obvious 
aplaoanon is dmthele amaollaswere natwrygood at 
wcSn:ringnumeirwidemanding.andthusaubjecmcmea
PllaofSAmaybeinappmprialleintheATCenmonmeot. 

Table 2. Regression summaries predicting SME evaluations. 

Wod:lold SA AdjustedK' 
lh111=iaht Vaiable ll•Jbt Vaiable 

Implicit .0396- Temporal -1.1530 Emn .@ 
Perfonnlllce denwnd clmcled 
(Jllllividual} 

SART .0099- Mental -.0270 Supply .35 
-nd 

SAGAT -.0102· Future .14 
queries 

SPAM -.0137" Mental -.0358- Preacnt .53 
tlelnarld queries 
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On the other hand, some of the other measures also 
presented similar concerns, and so we will return to ID 

alternative interprea.tion of the Understanding effect 
after considering the other analyses. 

SAGATFuture and Present queries combined with 
the TLX dFort-sub,cale C, < .004) to account for an 
impressive 74% of the variance in the remaining 
actions. Again, part of the model is easily interpreted: 
The fewer future questions answered correctly, the 
more remaining actions were left to be performed. 
Also, the less perceived eff'ort required, the better the 
subject performed. However, the better the partici
pant wu at answering questions about the present 
situation, theue•mthe number of actions remained 
to be performed at the end ofthescenario. Because the 
raw correlations between the SAGAT factors and 
RAC were of opposite signs (.ruling out a suppresser 
~ffect), we explored this further by clusifying partici
pana u poor (O or 1 correct) or good (2 or 3 correct) 
on the twO types of questions, present or future. This 
c:Jusification yielded participants who did well on 
both (good SA), poorly on both (poor SA), well on 
future but not present (future-focused style), and well 
on present but not future (present-focused style). The 
present-focused (N•4) controllers bad the poorest 

performance with an average of24 remaining actions; 
the future-focused (N=2) controllers bad the best 
RAC performance, with ID average of only 8 remain
ing actions. 

This aspect of the SAGAT resulu is reminiscent of 
theSART understanding resulu and may suggestthat 
the more one focuses on the present situation, or the 
more one understands (the present), then the poorer 
the person will be on a measure of efficiency like the 
RAC. Assuming •undemanding" in SART is inter• 
preted to mean understanding the present, then a 
aimilar explanation can be applied to that analysis. 

SAGA T's success at predicting RAC is sub,rantial, 
but it warns that some queries may be positively 
related to variables of interest and oth=ts may be 
negatively correlated. For example, imagine a battery 
of SAGAT queries that focused on the present; we 
mightfind that individuals who did poorly on SAGAT 
actually performed better on the task or actually had 
better SA of impending events. Thus, the current data 
suggest that query techniques can be improved if 
greater control is taken over the types of questions 
asked. The current study and previous work (Durso, 
et al., 1995) suggests that future versus present is an 
important difference. 

Table 3. Regression summaries predicting RAC evaluations. 

Worlcload SA Adjusted 

llweiabt Variable llweisht Variable R2 

Implicit -.1418- Pafonnance .29 
Performance 
n...t1vidual) -

Iq,licit No variable entered the model NIA 
Performance 

"emn) 

SART .4585- Demand .27 
.7(YJ.6" Understanding 

SAGAT -.1733- Effort -.1513- Future queries .74 
.2365°" Present queries 

SPAM .2917° Reaction time .13 
(future) 

llp < .15; *ltp < .OS 
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SPAM generated a one-factor modd predicting 
RAC. The time required to answer a query about the 
future C, < .14) accounted for 12% of the variance in 
RA.Cs. Consistmtwith SAGAT, SPAM indicates that 
the slower the participants were to respond to ques
tions about the future, the more actions remained to 

be performed at the end of the scenario. 
Finally,forimplicitperformance, TIX-performance 

<, < .05) entered the modd, accounting for a respect
able 30% of the variance, but no implicit performance 
meuurecontributedaboveand beyond the conuoller's 
perceived level of performance. 

Overall, the analyses of RAC scores suggest thar the 
conuol actions remaining at the end of the scenario 
are strongly dependent on the conuoller's ability or 
tendency to comider the immediate future during 
that rcmario. This is indic:ated by the results from 
SAGAT and SPAM, both of which suggest that con
uollen who answer more future queries (SAGAT) or 
answer them more quickly (SPAM) will have fewer 
remaining "-Ctions at the end of that scenario. These 
analyses also suggest thar conuollen who, instead, 
focus on the present situation will perform poorly on 
the RAC measure. Conuollen who could answer 
more present-queries (SAGAT) or who understood 
the situation (SAR.T), actually had more remaining 

..actions at theendofthescenario. Presumably, conaol
lersiratapreubeSART understandingofthesituation to 
mean undcntanding of the present situation. 

PrwJimn1 lmplieit Pnfomuz11tt. The design of the 
current 1t11dy allowed us to conduct an additional 
analysis, namely, predictingimplicitpednnuancefrom 
the other SA measures. If SA is a unitary construct, 
dien a good measure of SA· should capture the ability 
of participants to detect errors: We chose to predict 
implicit performance from the other SA measures for 
a number of reasom. Most views of SA would ac
lmowledge that the ability to detect errors is a charac
teristic of good situation awareness. However, the 
pragmatks of using implicit performance requires 
painstaking design of simulations, usually in consul
tation with a subject-matter expert, and the amount of 
data collected is often small, making it difficult to 
reach conclusion.< backed 1>y any statistical power. If 
a simpler method of-ing SA could be clevdoped 
(e.g., SART, SAGAT, SPAM), it would have a great 
deal of practical value. Thus, a secondary purpoae of 
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· this analysis was to determine if a simple procedure 
could be developed within the ATC environment that 
could substitute for implicit performance measures. 

Separate regressions were attempted for the indi
vidual and team implicit performance tub. We ex
pected predictability across scenarios, u is the case 
here, to be lower than predictabilitywithin scenarios, 
as was the case in the performance analyses. Neverthe
less, the results were disappointing. None of the SA 
measures wu able to predict the number of errors 
correctly detected in the individual cue. For the mun 
case, SART failed to produce a model capable of 
predicting error detection. One encouraging finding 
came from SAGAT which was able to predict 20% of 
the variance in error detection for the team situation. 
The only factor in the regression was the number of 
present-queries answered correctly. The conuollers 
who were especially adroit at answering present ques
tions in one scenario tended to be these who were best 
at detecting the errors incorporated into a different 
scenario C,< .08). SPAM produced a model with the 
time to answer the landline as a factor accounting for 
33% of the variance. The longer cbecontrolla to0k to 
answu the land1ine in the SPAM condition the more 
enors they had detected in the earlier scenario <,< .03). 
If being present~riented is predictive of errors, as 
SAGAT suggests, the longer landline times could be 
taken as an indication that present-oriented control
len are more reluctant to diven attention in order to 
amwer the landline. 

Discussion 

The results indicate that SA measures are able to 
predict performance above the predictability pro
vided by workload. Both SME and RAC measures of 
performance were predictable from SA measures. All 
SA measures were of some value in p~edicting SME 
evaluations. Both an appreciation of the praent and 
an appreciation of the future were useful predietors of 
SME evaluations. Only SAGAT and SPAM, the tw0 

query methods, had any predictive value for RA.Cs. 
Implicit performance supplied nothing beyond per
ceived workload, and SART predictions were the 
opposite of what one would expect. 

WhydidSART and implicit performance measures 
have difficulty predicting RAC? One possibility is 
that both of these SA measures focus primarily on the 
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current situation, ignoring the future component of 
SA, a component which is apparently critical to the 
RAC measures. The SART SA question was virtually 
indistinguishable to our controllers from the under-
11anding question. In mm, the undemanding ques
tion seems to have been interpreted as having 
understanding of the current situation. Controllers 
who professed a greater undemanding of a particular 
situation did poorly on the future-oriented RAC 
measure. Similarly, implicit performance may laclt a 
future component. Several &cu point in this direc
tion. First, implicit performance was unable to pre
dict the RAC, a performance measure that was 
predictable by future-oriented SA measures, but not 
present-oriented ones. Second, predicting implicit 
performance depended on present-oriented naors, 
such as the present-queries from SAGAT. Thus, error 
detection may depend primarily on the present com
ponent of SA. Although an error may have conse
quences for the future, in some sense it is awilable for 
detection :n the present. It is an interesting method
ological question whether errors can be conmuctecl 
thatemphasizediefumrec.omponentofSA. orwhether 
an errors, rq:ardJess of their future impact, an: de
tected with equal ease .in the present.. According to 
tbecurrentatwf,,howevu, implicitperfonnanceseems 
present-oriented, RAC future-oriented, and SME. 
evaluations a little of both. 

Perhaps the most interesting 6nding was that an 
appreciation of the present had dFecu opposite of an 
appreciation of the future, suggesting that controllers 
may attend to the present at the cost of the future. 
Performance, as assessed by RAC measures, was not 
merely unaffected by the present~ it was actually 
poorerwhenanappreciationof'thepresentwashigher. 
Gsuter undemanding (SART) and correct responses 
about the present (SAGAT} both appean:d to hurt 
RAC performance. Recognizing that an appreciation 
of the present and future can have opposite eB"ec:ts on 
performance complicates all of the measures of SA. 
For eumple, the typical procedure of randomly sun
piing from a pool of questions must take into consid
eration that a sample of questions dealing solely with 
the present situation can lead to aduferentevaluation 
of a system or an individual operator than would a 
sample of questions dealing aolely with the future 
situation. It is not merely that future-queries and 
present-queries capture different components of SA, 
but that they may be, at least for ATC, antagonistic 
activities. A controller who focuses attention on the 
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present during a particular scenario, and thus answers 
many such queries correctly, may well prove to be less 
efficient than a (Onttoller who answers fewer such 
queries correctly but attends more to the future. 

The current nudywas successful in pointlng to the 
value of an appreciation of the future. It also supplied 
evidence that comprehension of the current situation 
and projecrion into the future are distinguishable and 
imporrantcomponenrs.in theSAofairtrafficconrrol
lers. The presentud future sometimes, however, lead 
to oppoute effects on performance. 
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